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of office, acting for a short time as First Lord of the
Admiralty. But in September 1835 Melbourne revoked
Peel's nomination of Lord Heytesbury for Governor-General
of India and recommended Lord Auckland to be Lord
William Bentinck's successor. The real achievement of
Auckland's governorship has been obscured by the dramatic
military success and failure arising out of his disastrous
Afghan policy. The failure to judge aright the respective
characters and claims of Shah Shuja and I>ost Muhammad,
or even to take the advice of the omniscient Wellington,
who pointed out at the time that * the consequence of cross-
ing the Indus once to settle a government in Afghanistan
will be a perennial march into that country *, should not
blind us to his humane ideals and administrative vision.
The keynote of his aim he said, in a speech at a farewell
banquet given in his honour by the Governors, was
* exultation at the opportunity afforded of doing good to
his fellow-creatures, of promoting education and knowledge,
of improving the justice in India, of extending the blessings
of good government and happiness to millions of her
people". As his biographer aptly adds, * these phrases had
not then lost their novelty '. One prominent contemporary
summed up Auckland as being ' with the sole exception of
Lord John Russell, by far the ablest member of his party.
His views most statesmanlike, and his government of India
particularly just.' The spiteful GrevUle is lavish in his
praise almost to the point of insincerity. It is sufficient to
note that, apart from his educational reforms, his visit to
the North-West Provinces during the great famine of 1838
inaugurated a policy of relief which was to culminate in
the construction of the Ganges canal, and to mark the be-
ginning of effective control over these mighty disasters.
Two of Auckland's sisters accompanied him to India, and
while he administered they entertained. One of them
(Emily Eden) described the day-to-day life in a diary of
more than usual wit, charm, and literary style; the MS. was

